
How to Install Roller Blinds
Fitting the Brackets

Decide on the orientation of the blind according to its roll design.
Brackets are designed for Face (1), Side (2) or Top (3) fixing.

Lift the blind into the desired position, making sure it 
centered and level and mark the location of the bracket A. 
Drill holes to the mark and fit the bracket using the 
screws supplied.

Lift again the blind and fit it into the bracket A. Mark the 
position for bracket B while making sure the blind is level and 
secure the bracket into place using the screws provided.

Fitting the Blind

Insert the locking pin C into the round hole D at the end of 
the tube.

Position the blind into the brackets by fitting the 
corresponding end into the bracket with the flat metal lug A.

At the end with the pin, push firmly the square part of the pin into the bracket clips for it to lock into place. The blind is 
now fitted.



Fitting blinds with top cassette

Roller blinds with cassette can be face or top fixed, depending on requirements.
An adequate number of brackets will be provided for each blind.

Decide on the position of the 
brackets ensuring that the end ones 
are positioned at a minimum of 
75mm from each end of the 
cassette and the remaining ones at 
equal distances between the first 
two.

Fix the brackets into place using 
adequate screws, making sure the 
lip part is placed at the back of the 
blind.

Position the cassette into the short 
end of the brackets by tilting it 
away from you then gently push 
upwards until it clicks into place.

To remove the cassette, while 
holding on to it, push on the 
release lip at the back of each 
bracket.

Child Safety for Chain Operated Roller Blinds

For chain operated roller blinds a child safety device is 
provided as default.

Slide the control chain through the device, and offer it to 
the wall to decide on its position. Ensure that when in place 
the device will keep the chain fully stretched.

Making sure you are using the adequate screws for the type 
of surface you are fixing the device, mark the position of 
the screws and then fix it into place.

Tips for Spring Operated Roller Blinds
Tensioning the Spring

Spring blinds are supplied pre-tensioned and ready to use. To adjust the tension of the return spring follow these steps:

To increase tension:
- Pull the blind down 45 cm (18").
- Remove it gently from the brackets.
- Re-roll the fabric by hand around the roller.
- Fit the blind back into the brackets.

To decrease tension:
- Remove the blind gently from the brackets.
- Unroll the fabric approx. 45 cm (18") by hand.
- Fit the blind back into the brackets.


